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Tamboukou’s ‘Working with stories’ throws light on tensions between using and problematising using life writing in academic research, and she also considers the implications of engaging with narratalogical conventions ‘heretically’ and sketches out some consequences of this. More specifically, Tamboukou draws on and deconstructs conventional concerns, an approach which, through its advocacy of stories as discursive multiplicities rather than hierarchies, problematises the ‘narratological canon’ from within. While rejecting aspects of conventional narrative inquiry, however, she tacitly assumes that narrative in some form is essential to work on life writing. This ‘hold all’ quality of narrative is interesting, but it also for me begs the question, ‘why not dispense with narrative, if its tenets do not hold?’ 
Tamboukou’s discussion also raises interesting questions about interrelations between text and the living world. Firstly, her assertion that narrative research foregrounds the importance of partial truths in life writing is instructive, and I want to take this further by looking at how interpretations are made by the reader. Tamboukou moves beyond the text, to the ‘living moment’ of the writer’s self and to this self as ‘re-imagined’ (and not ‘recovered) by the researcher. This notion of ‘re-imagining the self’ I shall certainly explore regarding my own research on women’s Mass-Observation Diaries, although I think of moves outside of textuality to make narrative research engage with political concerns and political lives somewhat differently. In my view, text and textuality can in themselves be political, and problematising narrative conventions can act as ‘narrative insurrections’ which undermine canonical assumptions and ways of working. 
Secondly, Tamboukou’s notion of using narratives to ‘grasp the living moments of the subject’s subtle interrelatedness with their world’ signals her response to matters of referentiality and the complex relation between representation and the living world. My approach, however, moves away from textual encounters with ‘real selves’ (however represented), to encounters with texts and their referentiality claims. Emphasising the concerns of the ‘now’ of writing and indeed the ‘now’ of reading locates the text and the subject by foregrounding issues of social context over ‘inner’ or psychological considerations. 

